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By George Young (03-31-2020)

Amidst this time of mandatory social distancing the Bible verse comes to mind:
“For where two or three are gathered together in My name, I am there in the midst of them.”
Matthew 18:20
Since Christians can’t even go to church, we can take that literally now. If this isn’t a sobering reality to my brothers
and sisters, who in the past have mocked “conspiracy theories,” then I have no idea what it will take to wake them
up, except perhaps God’s shaking of this whole world. That time is drawing ever nearer.
See that you do not refuse Him who speaks. For if they did not escape who refused Him who spoke on earth, much
more shall we not escape if we turn away from Him who speaks from heaven, whose voice then shook the earth; but
now He has promised, saying, “Yet once more I shake not only the earth, but also heaven.” Now this, “Yet once
more,” indicates the removal of those things that are being shaken, as of things that are made, that the things which
cannot be shaken may remain.
Therefore, since we are receiving a kingdom which cannot be shaken, let us have grace, by which we may serve
God acceptably with reverence and godly fear. For our God is a consuming fire.
Heb 12:25–29

I do often wonder, when the mark of the beast comes along, will they be cheering it on? Will they even recognize
what it is? With all that is happening in the economy, and the push towards moving everything online, it is easier than
it ever has been to implement a system where you cannot buy or sell unless you meet all the requirements of the
governmental regulations. The government is supposedly protecting personal religious freedom, as long as your
religion is kept to yourself. Assuming you are a Christian, are you willing to give up your ability to boldly speak the
Gospel as Christ and His apostles did? In the New World Order, you will not be able to speak such truth openly.
Even now, most Christians don’t even know the Gospel well enough to declare it.
Do you think Christians in the past would have accepted such an imposition on their religious practice as not being
allowed to meet and worship together? What if the Romans told the first Christian Jews they could not gather in
groups larger than 10? Do you think they would have conceded? Likewise, do you think there would have only been
10 disciples of Christ instead of 12? Do you think the 7 churches in Asia minor would have stopped meeting?
Certainly not.
E-pulpits across the country must all be rotely (and remotely) chanting the same mantra right now.
Let every soul be subject to the governing authorities. For there is no authority except from God, and the authorities
that exist are appointed by God. Therefore whoever resists the authority resists the ordinance of God, and those who
resist will bring judgment on themselves. For rulers are not a terror to good works, but to evil. Do you want to be
unafraid of the authority? Do what is good, and you will have praise from the same. For he is God’s minister to you
for good. But if you do evil, be afraid; for he does not bear the sword in vain; for he is God’s minister, an avenger to
execute wrath on him who practices evil. Therefore you must be subject, not only because of wrath but also for
conscience’ sake. For because of this you also pay taxes, for they are God’s ministers attending continually to this
very thing. Render therefore to all their due: taxes to whom taxes are due, customs to whom customs, fear to whom
fear, honor to whom honor.
Romans 13:1–7 (NKJV)
Sermons are being espoused about honoring authority, and that by sacrificing their church services temporarily they
are doing a great service to all of humanity. Do I need to point out the slippery slope of that reasoning? That’s the
kind of reasoning that led Christianity into the ditch to begin with. Why would you compromise your faith in order to
appease the world? That’s contrary to sound doctrine. Would the earliest Christians have let the scare of a minor

plague prevent them from meeting? I highly doubt it. Would they have prayed to God for safety, for help in continuing
without interruption? Yes, I believe so. I wish I could say that I’m surprised that the church has laid down so easily for
this social distancing ploy, but the fact is, I could expect no better. As much as it pains me to say so, the churches
who do this are many shades of blind and dead at this hour.

Let’s get something straight regarding the events of the last month. This is a manufactured crisis. There is no
justification for shutting the economy down. For a little perspective take just a moment to go to this website and scroll
to the bottom section titled “Health.” (https\\worldometer.info)
Here is a capture of the data from a moment as on 3/29/2020:
HEALTH
3,146,504 Communicable disease deaths this year
117,832 Seasonal flu deaths this year
1,842,341 Deaths of children under 5 this year
10,302,079 Abortions this year
74,917 Deaths of mothers during birth this year
41,672,573 HIV/AIDS infected people
407,456 Deaths caused by HIV/AIDS this year
1,990,645 Deaths caused by cancer this year
237,746 Deaths caused by malaria this year
7,892,326,630 Cigarettes smoked today
1,211,664 Deaths caused by smoking this year
606,214 Deaths caused by alcohol this year
259,915 Suicides this year
96,963,687,004 Money spent on illegal drugs this year
327,187 Road traffic accident fatalities this year
Read this and ask yourself, is the government really concerned about keeping people from dying? They have never
shut down the economy for the millions of people that die from communicable diseases every year, or the millions
that die from seasonal flu. They aren’t shutting down abortion clinics to prevent tens of millions of abortions from
happening. They aren’t banning chemical-laden food or pesticides, or RoundUp, or wireless networks, or cigarettes,
all which contribute to cancer and millions of more deaths. But suddenly, a virus comes along and kills a few

thousand people and the whole world has to shut down and isolate themselves. Do not be so foolish. You must see
through this charade.

This is a planned demolition of your ability to distance yourself from the system while simultaneously being the
erection of total dependency on a new iteration of a totalitarian, socialist, welfare State called the New World Order.
Make no mistake, 2.2 trillion dollars of stimulus bailouts for the American people under the deceivingly benevolent
title “CARES Act” is undoubtedly going to have serious consequences. This money is printed out of nowhere. It’s not
like the super-rich elites are taking up the banner of real philanthropy, and saving the world by giving up much of
their wealth to keep the economy running. No, the Federal Reserve is doing what they always do: Create inflation
and pass the buck down to the American people, because in the long run we are the ones who pay for this “free”
money. There ARE strings attached.
What are you going to do when they tell you that you must put your total trust in them in order to feed your family?
Remember what Revelation says, that “no man may buy or sell without taking the mark (of the beast).” I’m here to tell
you right now that the final implementation of the mark of the beast is very, very near. Are you prepared spiritually to
say no to it? Are you prepared for the consequences of not being able to participate in the economy if you refuse to
worship the image of the beast? Ask yourself what worship is in its very essence. Is it not putting your trust and faith
in something? Is it not putting yourself in subjugation to something? Is it not having a sense of pride in your devotion
to it, cheering it on as your savior? Well, that is what people are doing across the world right now. What better way
can the rulers of this age get you to cheer on your own destruction, both spiritually and physically?
A time is fast coming when you will have to choose between the State and God. This choice has always been
present in one form or another throughout history, just as the mark of the beast has always been about what you
think and do. Why? Because you receive it on your forehead and right hand, but now more than ever, it is important
to wake up to what is going on, for these are the last of the last days, a time when deception is at heights it has
never been before. Don’t be caught off guard because you aren’t truly trusting in God. Remember, corona means
“crown.” What crown are you seeking? The authority vested in this world, or the crown of righteousness that Christ
will give His overcoming saints? You can’t have both.
If you know history, you may have some knowledge of the pattern that brought the Roman Empire to its knees and
ultimately led to its destruction. One of the biggest problems Rome had was that Christianity was usurped by the
State. Christians began trusting in the government as their divinely appointed authority. I know, I can hear the
masses of Christians shouting Romans 13 at me right now. There is a big difference between honoring that authority
and trusting in it. Daniel certainly did not trust Babylon. Paul certainly didn’t trust Rome. Christ certainly didn’t trust
the Pharisees.

Less than a century after Rome made Christianity its official religion it fell. Does that not speak volumes about what
Christianity had become in such a short time? Wouldn’t God have blessed the empire and kept it safe from its
enemies if they were truly faithful?
Some people criticize the comparison of Rome and America, but it is undeniable that there are many similarities. A
comparison is not unfounded. If the Bible can use Babylon, Egypt, Sodom and Gomorrah as examples we certainly
can use Rome as an example of what not to do.

Both Rome and The United States of America adopted corrupted versions of Christianity. Both created an intense
nationalistic pride fueled by dependency on the State. Both had a high level of corruption between economic and
governmental interests. I could go on and on comparing the two. I mean, we have Roman Fasces in the House of
Representatives. We have a Roman goddess, Libertas, standing in New York’s harbor. How about Europe being
named after a Roman goddess, Europa? There are Roman influences everywhere in prominent places. The world
looks up to Rome. Christians should not.

The Founding Fathers compared Rome to America often. Benjamin Franklin, a known Freemason, once said, “…a
republic, if you can keep it.” I think those words were appropriately prophetic in the sense that those who set up the
government of this country knew deep down that this system was ultimately doomed to fail. In fact, it can be
undeniably proven that recessions and economic panics have been consistently and purposely perpetrated and used

to advance the world towards the very point we are at now, standing on the brink of the birth of the New World Order.
What is the NWO but conquest under the false pretense of creating peace and unity? These two ideals are what
have driven empires throughout history, yet very few are able to see the hypocrisy and deception in these acts of
war, whether it be swords, bombs and guns, a “War on Drugs,” a “War on Terror,” or a war on an “invisible enemy”
like the Coronavirus. Isn’t it interesting that when we really dive into the history of these wars, we find those
proclaiming such moral crusades to be the ones actually creating these “pandemics” to begin with?
The following article from the CIA mouthpiece publication, The Washington Post
(https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/2019/09/23/stop-saying-americas-problems-are-like-ancient-romes-decline
/) is a rebuttal against the comparison of the Roman Empire to America, yet the arguments presented depend on two
pivotal points: 1) That the analogy between the two doesn’t stand up since the differences between them are greater
than the similarities, and 2) that we don’t need to look at history to understand the present. Both points are the
epitome of folly. Have they not heard that history repeats itself? Has the author and those he cites not learned that
those who don’t know history are doomed to repeat it? There is a pattern established in the world which the Bible
warns us about. This is why it is critical to understand the prophecies of the Bible. Many Christians shrug them off
like a superfluous, poetic addition to an otherwise practical book. When you take that perspective, you narrow your
mind so much that you miss the warnings that are given to the churches. You miss the recurring theme “Do not be
deceived” in order to maintain a positive, peaceful world view. This too is folly. You sacrifice the entire view of the
truth for the portion that you are able to accept. Most do this out of a desire to remain comfortable in their ignorance.
The Bible warns us repeatedly about being foolish, lazy and blind.
In asking ourselves if the government is really concerned about keeping people alive, we also have to ask if they are
above staging events with the intent to push forward an agenda. If you have been studying Joseph’s works and
following some of the better independent news and commentary sites you will know that the answer to this question
is a resounding, “Yes.” Let’s examine some of the facts surrounding what led up to the pandemic today.
In 2015, COVID-19 was studied at the University of North Carolina, and funded by the US government along with
Harvard Medical School and the Bellinzona Institute of Microbiology in Zurich, Switzerland. The lead scientist was a
Chinese researcher who took her research back to Wuhan, China for further development. Many scientists openly
complained and begged them not to move forward with the study because its primary goal was to find ways to make
the virus more virulent, pathogenic and resistant to vaccination. Why would anyone want to do that?

In 2016, there were protests about the industrial incinerators in Wuhan, which were causing serious respiratory
problems with the population due to extreme toxicity, but we don’t hear that from the World Health Organization.

They prefer to support false theories about the virus coming from bat consumption in China, you know, because
those weird Chinese people will eat anything (That was sarcasm in case you missed it).
In 2019, thousands of 5G towers were activated all at once in Wuhan and then there was a “breach of containment”
of the manufactured COVID-19 there. Since then, the so-called “market of terror” was blamed for being the source of
the virus, the virus was said to be a natural mutation of the swine flu. Not many people seem to know that the video
of the market that went viral on the news and Youtube was in Indonesia, not Wuhan, China, nor do they know that
this virus was “made in the USA” (at least started here and finished in China). The official narrative doesn’t match up
with the facts, surprise, surprise, and the mainstream media has been spreading false information as usual. Clearly
there is much more to the story than we are being told. It is not far-fetched to wonder if all the hype around this virus
has been consistently pushed on us to prepare us to believe the narrative that they have been creating since at least
the early 2000’s.
I would recommend you watch the following video to get more detailed information.
https://youtu.be/15YKs_dyEZI
Here are a few links to articles and studies he cites:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0166354220300528
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/11/151110115711.htm
https://www.nature.com/news/engineered-bat-virus-stirs-debate-over-risky-research-1.18787
Based on this information we can create the following timeline:
2013 – It is verified that a specific version of a coronavirus could transfer from bats to humans in rare circumstances,
but did not remain virulent.
2014 – The US issued a moratorium banning studies that target “gain of function” in viruses and other pathogens.
2015 – The US government pays a Chinese scientist to study “gain of function” for the coronavirus by mixing in
proteins from HIV and MERS as well as adding a glycoprotein cleavage site, even amidst strong opposition in the
scientific community regarding risks.
2016? – The Chinese scientist who was supported by the American and Swiss governments and educational
institutions goes back to Wuhan, China to finish her work on the virus’ gain of function goals. Meanwhile there are
protests in Wuhan about the incinerators causing widespread health problems.
2019 – In November a meeting is held between top public health experts in New York officials to discuss and plan
reactions to a Coronavirus outbreak
(https://nymag.com/intelligencer/2020/02/a-simulated-coronavirus-pandemic-in-2019-killed-65-million.html). The
CDC declares that COVID-19 “will become a pandemic.”
It is notable that the representative from Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security said during the simulation
meeting, “And there are problems emerging that can only be solved by global business and governments working
together.” Hmmm, New World Order much? Hey, if it walks like a duck…
I’d be interested if anyone else out there has any more details to add to this timeline, because although the picture is
not entirely clear, it is highly suspect. Comment below if you have anything to contribute in this regard.
One more thing to note is this example of propaganda
(https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2020/03/200317175442.htm) which provides a whole lot of testimony from
scientists, but offers no studies or further information to verify what they are saying. What is said in this article is in
direct opposition to what was found in other articles and studies that were published on this subject which have
provided much more to go on. It just goes to show that you can get anyone to say what you want them to say. It’s not
a matter of differing opinions. It’s a matter of who is providing your funding and your own level of integrity.
Some people believe that our government is simply incompetent and that is why a lot of our problems occur. They
are merely accidents that happen randomly due to poor decision making, miscommunication and neglect. No, no no.
They know very well what they are doing. If you say the government is incompetent, then you have to say the
scientists working with and for them are also incompetent. If these scientists are successfully creating mutant viruses
in labs, I’d say they are intelligent enough to know better. I’d say they are also intelligent enough to lie to attempt to
cover their tracks. The government is no different. Our leaders may look and act dumb a lot of the time, but they are

not. They are actors, trained in the art of speaking. You have to remember, most of the people they are addressing
are not brilliant, and the people advising the government are well trained in the art of propaganda. An extremely
effective piece of propaganda can be seen in the Bergamo news story that was circulating a couple of weeks ago.

Remember the videos of military trucks carrying dead bodies in northern Italy? They said there were anywhere from
61 to 70 dead bodies transported from Bergamo, Italy to neighboring provinces because the city was “overwhelmed”
with dead bodies. The fact is the crematorium in Bergamo can only handle 25 bodies at a time. It hardly seems like a
big news story to me, but if you want to make it bigger than it really is, why not use emotionally charged words like
“overwhelmed?” I’m sure there has been other times in the past where the crematorium has not been able to handle
the number of bodies they had, but it never made world-wide news. As always it has to have big, dramatic impact or
it’s not a good story. The imagery of the military vehicles coupled with what we were being told about them certainly
have enough shock value to create an emotional reaction, because people are highly susceptible to emotional
manipulation. Also consider that this was a one-time event. Has this continued? No. Also, why were they putting the
bodies in expensive coffins instead of body bags to take them to be cremated? Coffins are expensive, heavy and
bulky, and are used to bury people, not cremate them. Another thing to think about… did anyone see the coffins in,
or being loaded in those trucks? How do you know what they were carrying? Ah, the news told you so. Well, a story
was circulating about how the military was deployed in northern Italy to quell an uprising in prison populations in
relation to the Coronavirus. This story was proven to be fake. The video used in the news broadcast was proven to
be a training exercise in Sicily. When I see the news doing this sort of thing consistently, they lose all credibility with
me. I can’t help but doubt everything they say.

Did anyone stop to consider that Bergamo has a large population of elderly people? Most of the people that died with
the Coronavirus didn’t necessarily die from the Coronavirus. It is possible that up to 80% of the reported deaths
might not have actually died from COVID-19 specifically. More than half of them had at least 3 other conditions on
top of Coronavirus. I couldn’t possibly cite all the facts in one blog, so for more info watch this video: “What's Up With
The Italian Mortality Rate? - Questions For Corbett “ https://youtu.be/bM9aZflBoOU. The way that numbers are being
reported on this pandemic are almost meaningless. What this means is that if we can’t verify these people died from
COVID-19 then we can’t trust the sky-high mortality rate being reported. Italy might very well be right on par with the
rest of the world.
I looked up the population of Bergamo at the following website:
(https://www.citypopulation.de/en/italy/admin/lombardia/016__bergamo/ )
I found that in the province of Bergamo there are more than 300,000 people over the age of 60. That’s almost 30% of
their population. If that’s the case then they would have experienced a higher death rate under any circumstances,
especially considering most of those people were sick already. Some other interesting facts to note are that there
has been a serious problem with pollution in northern Italy for a long time. This problem has caused respiratory
problems for years there.
Making a big news story about it and saying that hospitals and crematoriums were “overwhelmed” is making it a
bigger deal than it really was. Don’t call me cruel for saying so. I’m just telling you the facts. Bergamo was clearly
used to spark a world-wide panic.
In the original article,
(https://bergamo.corriere.it/notizie/cronaca/20_marzo_18/coronavirus-troppi-morti-bergamo-l-esercito-porta-bare-fuor
i-regione-la-cremazione-7d5ec5f6-694e-11ea-913c-55c2df06d574.shtml?refresh_ce-cp) the Mayor, Giorgio Gori ,
said the count should be assessed as approximate by default , because many people die with symptoms compatible
with those of Covid-19, but before the swabs have been made on them. This means they were diagnosed with

COVID-19 according to symptoms, not science. So, we don’t even know if those people died from COVID-19.
According to Dr. Rashid A Buttar’s video sources above it is not a simple process to identify the virus. There are
other ailments that present the same symptoms and there are other versions of this virus out there. Yes, I say
“versions” instead of mutations because the government has been conducting studies on the coronavirus since the
mid 60’s. Clearly, they have not been opposed to genetic manipulation, as the study from 2015 shows.
When we have been lied to and the buried truth has been uncovered, it is prudent to scrutinize the liars and
obfuscators. In light of all these facts how can we trust anything the government, its agencies or the news media tells
us? They’ve made a real mess out of this story and I don’t think that is a coincidence. When there is something to
cover up, the best way to do that is to throw as much junk on top of it as you can. It becomes a great big pile of
confusion that no one wants to sort through. I can tell you this: There is enough uncovered at this point to raise
suspicions of criminal negligence at best and attempted mass murder at worst.
What is it that the Bible tells us the devil comes to do? Steal, kill and destroy. That is also what his murdering, lying
followers do. If you are unconvinced that our leaders are psychopathic Satanists, you’d better get cracking at reading
your Bible and praying, because this is only the latest in a long line of false flags, black ops and psy-ops. If you don’t
think God would allow this nation to be run by demon-possessed mad-men, you might want to consider how God has
acted in the past with Israel when they went astray from Him. Did He not give them over to the wickedness of their
own hearts? Did He not scatter them into captivity to Babylon? Did He not allow deceived, wicked rulers to reign in
the land? It has been prophesied. The NWO beast system must prevail for at time.
For God has put it into their hearts to carry out His purpose by uniting to give their kingdom to the beast, until the
words of God are fulfilled.
Revelation 17:17
If this verse doesn’t make any sense to you it is probably because you haven’t studied your Bible prophecies. The
beast is defined in the book of Daniel as a governing authority, in this case an authority that has been given power
over the whole earth. The rulers of this New World Order, a phrase coined by the government, banksters and
“philanthropic” corporateers, not by conspiracy theorists, submit to this one world government which will be united
and sealed by the mark of the beast. God has said it will happen and He is faithful to finish His good work through
even the darkest of times.
Friends, if you don’t think Christianity has gone far astray from Him then you just might have bought into the
doctrines of another Jesus. I urge you at this late hour to recognize the lies of the rulers of this age and set your eyes
on the One who holds our eyelids open, who delivers us from our oppressors and into the glory of His love. I can’t
say it enough, and neither can the Bible:
Do not be deceived.

